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DENVER BRONCOS TRAINING CAMP QUOTES (8/24/11) 

 

HEAD COACH JOHN FOX  
 
On Michael Silver’s report about QB Tim Tebow 
“First of all, I would like to say that nobody in this building that is in the decision-making process—coach, official, or I don’t know, 
maybe they heard it from the cook… I’m not sure, but we hold Tim in high regard. I think he’s got a bright future in this game. 
He’s playing maybe the hardest position I know in the NFL there is to play, and maybe in all of sports. He’s progressing fine. He’ll 
get more opportunities in games as we go; those are great opportunities. Last week, he was cut a little short based on how the 
game went. Defensively, we didn’t get them off the field, and by the time he got in, it was a four-minute situation. Everybody in 
this building has high regard for–Tim Tebow, and Tim’s doing just fine. There’s no update on where his ranking is at this point by 
any official.” 
 
On the source that contributed to the report 
“I don’t think, if you read it correctly, that it said anybody in the organization. It just said a knowledgeable football person—that 
could have been a wide range. Like I said, it could have been the chef; he sees the players every day.” 
 
On the media attention that QB Tim Tebow has commanded 
“I understand that that’s what we sign up for. These guys are all big boys; they understand that whether it’s right or fair, that’s 
not for me to judge. It’s part of the deal. There’s a lot of stuff about this game that’s a little crazy.” 
 
On how he plans to divide snaps between his quarterbacks against Arizona 
“I think right now, just looking at it, I think [QB] Kyle’s [Orton] had 19 passes, [QB] Brady’s [Quinn] had 30, and [QB] Tim’s 
[Tebow] had nine [this preseason]. In fairness to Tim, we need to get that total up, whether it happens this week or next week. 
Those game experiences are critical in anybody’s development, no matter what position.” 
 
On how long he intends to play his starters against Seattle 
“This will be the most extended play our No 1’s will get. How far that goes—I’d prefer they get in the habit of coming out after 
halftime. How far into the third quarter they get will be based on how far the game’s going. Very much like in the past, the third 
preseason game will be looked at.” 
 
On his defensive tackles 
“We made progress last week from the Dallas game, and we’re anticipating and hopeful that we make progress from last week 
against Buffalo to this week against Seattle. Again, those are evaluations that we’re making as we try to pick our 2011 Denver 
Broncos team, whether it’s defensive tackle or any position.”  
 
On DT Jeremy Jarmon 
“I think he has done well. When we lost the two guys, both [DT] Marcus [Thomas] and [DT] Ty [Warren], we asked him to be a 
swing guy—both end and tackle—so I thought he responded well last week.”    
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